I. INTRODUCTION
As atomic theorists' computational techniques become increasingly accurate and sophisticated, precision experiments are necessary to confirm the results of their calculations. The substructure of the long-lived 5D 5/2 state of Ba + (τ ≈ 32s [1, 2] ) is an ideal testing ground since calculations are complicated by uncertainty in the wavefunctions used. For this state, the Landé g factor is expected to be 6/5 from pure L-S coupling, however QED and relativistic corrections to this quantity have not been predicted by atomic theorists to our knowledge. A method similar to Ref. [3] could offer an improved prediction. A precision measurement of this quantity could offer insight into these higher order corrections.
Additionally, relativistic coupled cluster (RCC) calculations can be employed to calculate hyperfine structure constants [4] , and an experiment [5] has measured hyperfine constants in the 5D 3/2 state of 137 Ba + (I = 3/2) to the highest precision to date. If the hyperfine constants are measured in the 5D 5/2 level as well, the nuclear magnetic octupole moment of 137 Ba + can be extracted unambiguously, as all second-order theory corrections can be eliminated [6] . However, the situation for the 5D 5/2 level is complicated by the fact that the strength of the hyperfine interaction is on the same order as that of the Zeeman interaction in a magnetic field of convenient size. Thus, to measure the hyperfine constants with sufficient accuracy to test atomic theory, the Landé g factor of the 5D 5/2 level of Ba + , g D 5/2 , must be measured to higher accuracy than previous measurements [7] [8] [9] [10] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
For this measurement of g D 5/2 , we performed precision radio-frequency (rf) spectroscopy on single trapped 138 Ba + ions using two independent experimental apparatuses. The ions are confined with linear Paul traps, one similar to [11] , and the other to [12] , driven with an rf potential operating at approximately 11.4 MHz and 11.9 MHz respectively. We will refer to these as the "rod" trap, and the "blade" trap in the following discussion, owing to their designs. A pair of current-carrying coils generates a stable, adjustable magnetic field of up to 10 Gauss, which provides a quantization axis for the ion, as well as the Zeeman splitting of the levels.
The energy level diagram along with the relevant transitions for 138 Ba + is shown in Fig. 1 . The ion is Doppler cooled on the 6S 1/2 ↔ 6P 1/2 transition with a laser operating at 493 nm. Since the 6P 1/2 state can decay into the long lived 5D 3/2 state (τ ≈ 80s [2] ), the ion must be repumped using a second laser at 650 nm. Both of these beams are linearly polarized for Doppler cooling. The ion can be optically pumped into either 6S 1/2 Zeeman sublevel with > 95% efficiency by switching from a cooling 493 nm beam to a second, circularly-polarized beam which is aligned parallel to the quantization axis.
A narrowband fiber laser operating at 1.76 µm is frequency stabilized to a reference cavity with a finesse of approximately 1000 as detailed in [10] . This laser is used to drive the transition from the 6S 1/2 (m J = −1/2) ground state sublevel to the 5D 5/2 (m J = −5/2) metastable sublevel using adiabatic rapid passage sweeps [13, 14] . Exciting the ion to the 5D 5/2 shelved state removes the ion from the cooling cycle [1] . State detection is performed using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to count photons emitted from the 6P 1/2 → 6S 1/2 transition while the cooling lasers are incident on the ion: a shelved ion will appear "dark," unshelved will be "bright." The ion is returned to the cooling cycle using 614 nm light that addresses the 5D 5/2 ↔ 6P 3/2 transition in the "rod" trap, while in the "blade" trap, the 1.76 µm laser is used.
Within each ion trap chamber, a dedicated current loop is used to generate tunable rf magnetic fields, which can drive magnetic dipole (M1) transitions between Zeeman sublevels. An rf synthesizer generates a stable sinusoidal voltage which is amplified and dropped over a 50 ohm rf resistor, producing a current that is passed through the current loop to ground. The synthesizer in the "rod" setup was referenced to a SymmetriCom Cs frequency standard; the synthesizer in the "blade" setup demonstrated agreement to the Hz level when compared to the same frequency standard.
The experimental sequence for the measurement of the 5D 5/2 Zeeman splitting is as follows. We first Doppler cool the ion on the 493 nm and 650 nm transitions for approximately 20 ms. The main 493 nm light is extinguished, and the secondary 493 nm beam with circular polarization σ − optically pumps the ion into the 6S 1/2 (m = −1/2) sublevel in 10 µs . The 493 nm and 650 nm beams are then fully extinguished, and the ion is driven to the 5D 5/2 (m = −5/2) sublevel using an adiabatic rapid passage sweep with the 1.76 µm laser. Typical efficiency for the adiabatic rapid passage is > 90% in the "blade" trap and ≈ 80% in the "rod" trap. A constant frequency pulse of rf magnetic field, triggered on a specific phase of the 60 Hz ac voltage is then applied. Then the 1.76 µm laser is swept again. If a transition between the 5D 5/2 Zeeman sublevels was driven by the rf pulse, the ion would remain in the 5D 5/2 state and would be "dark" when the cooling lasers are turned on. If no transition occurred, the ion would be returned to the 6S 1/2 state and appear "bright." The fluorescence state of the ion is recorded, and, if the ion was "dark," the ion is returned to the cooling cycle. The experiment is then repeated, varying the frequency of the rf magnetic field, until a resonance frequency, f D 5/2 , is found. In a similar way, the Zeeman transition frequency of the ground state, f S 1/2 , is measured.
To calculate the Landé g factor of the 5D 5/2 state, f S 1/2 and f D 5/2 must be measured in quick succession to counter the effects of fluctuations in the ambient magnetic field. The resonance frequency of each state is given by:
where h is Planck's constant, µ B is the Bohr magneton, and B is the magnitude of the laboratory magnetic field. Given measured resonance frequencies, g D 5/2 can be calculated from:
assuming that the magnetic field remains constant over the duration of the experiment. The experimentally measured value of g S 1/2 is 2.002 490 6(11) [15] . We measured the resonance frequencies, f S 1/2 and f D 5/2 , at an applied field of approximately 3-4 Gauss in each setup. A typical measurement of the ground and exited states "shelving" probability is shown in Fig. 2 . The fraction of the trials finding an ion in the "dark" state is plotted against the frequency of the applied rf current, with error bars indicating the 1-σ statistical standard deviations based on 100 trials at each frequency. The curves are found from four parameter least squares fits to the function:
where
The four fit parameters are two scaling factors, α and β, which account for imperfect transfer efficiency with the 1.76 µm laser and imperfect optical pumping, the Rabi frequency of the transition, Ω, and the resonance frequency, f 0 .
Each pair of independent resonance measurements allows us to calculate g D 5/2 . The results of these measurements are summarized in Fig. 3 , shown with a combined statistical uncertainty and systematic uncertainty. The statistical uncertainty arises from the binomial uncertainties in the measured shelved fractions at each frequency propagated through to an error in the fit resonance frequency, f 0 , and the systematic uncertainty will be discussed in the following section.
III. SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS
There are several systematic effects that could skew the measurement of g D 5/2 , however all appear to be well controlled in our experiment. The effects that we analyze are magnetic field fluctuation, magnetic field gradients, ac Zeeman effect, and 60 Hz jitter. Because neither experimental apparatus employs magnetic shielding, fluctuating ambient magnetic field is the most important systematic effect. We are aware of several sources for this error. The largest is due to the public transit system in close proximity to the experiments. Large unbalanced currents powering electric buses transiently change the magnetic field in the laboratory. Additionally, we have observed magnetic field drifts as magnetized objects in the laboratory slowly relax.
To quantify this effect, we proceeded in two directions. Since the ground state splitting, f S 1/2 , is proportional to the magnetic field, any change in the ambient field would change the resonant splitting. By repeating the measurement of f S 1/2 , we can observe any fluctuations in the magnetic field. Doing so, we find that the magnetic field fluctuates randomly by approximately 180 µG over a 5 minute period for the "blade" setup. This appears as an uncertainty in g D 5/2 of 4.6 × 10 −5 . Additionally, we installed a three-axis fluxgate magnetometer near the "rod" trap and monitored the magnetic field while data was being collected. We find that the largest drift over the course of a measurement of the Zeeman resonance (approximately 400 s) corresponds to a 20 µG drift in the ambient field resulting in a conservative systematic error of 1.3 × 10 −5 to each measurement of g D 5/2 . Since the magnetic field fluctuates randomly, multiple measurements will reduce this error. Any fast fluctuations of the magnetic field will result in broadening of the Zeeman resonance line shape.
A magnetic field gradient could also affect this measurement if the ion were to shift its position over the course of the experiment. To check this, we measured the ground state resonance, f S 1/2 , at two positions along the trap axis separated by 26 µm. The observed change in the resonance frequency corresponded to a change in the magnetic field of 360 µG, indicating a 0.14 G/cm gradient. However, we find that during a single experiment, the ion does not change its position by more than 1 µm, placing an upper limit of 1 × 10 −5 on the systematic uncertainty of g D 5/2 .
Presence of trapping rf voltages may cause an acZeeman effect that would perturb the resonance frequencies of the ground and excited states differently. This effect may manifest itself either because the ion exhibits enhanced micromotion and oscillates at ω trap along a magnetic field gradient or due to an ac current at ω trap produced by the trapping electrodes, which would produce an oscillating magnetic field at the ion. Either of these ac-Zeeman effects depend on the amplitude of the rf voltage that drives the trap. Measuring g D 5/2 at vastly different trap rf voltages, we find that an ac-Zeeman effect does not result in a statistically significant shift. The measurements at low (high) trap rf voltage are plotted in blue (red) in Fig. 3 . We can place a fractional error of < 10 −6 on this effect. Lastly, the experiment is triggered at a specific phase of the ac line voltage. The small jitter in this line trigger would affect the measurement of g D 5/2 below the 10
A summary of these systematic effects can be found in Table I . 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Using precision rf spectroscopy, we have measured the Landé g factor of the 5D 5/2 level of 138 Ba + to be 1.200 367(6 stat )(8 sys ) in the "rod" apparatus and 1.200 388(4 stat )(21 sys ) in the "blade" apparatus. These independent measurements combine to yield a value of 1.200 371(4 stat )(6 sys ). The reduced χ 2 of these 10 measurements was found to be 0.7. This measurement offers a factor of 70 reduction in statistical uncertainty from the previous measurement [10] and is, to our knowledge, the most accurate measurement to date. It should be noted that our group's previous result [10] disagrees with this new measurement by more than 3.5-σ. The value in [10] is heavily shifted by a couple of outlying data points, which were included for completeness. We reanalyzed this data, removing the outliers, and find a result of 1.2004(5) , which is consistent with the improved measurement reported here. It has also come to our attention that there is a new reported value of g D 5/2 that differs in a statistically significant way from the result reported here [16] . We feel that the simplicity of the methodology and analysis of the experiment reported here lends confidence to our result.
The improved measurement of g D 5/2 should enable us to perform the measurement of the hyperfine intervals of 137 Ba + once magnetic shielding is employed in the experimental setup, which is necessary for all of our future work. This will reduce the most significant systematic error present in this experiment and will allow us to place better constraints in the future.
